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Abstract
In this paper, we present a direct approach for routing a shortest rectilinear path between two points among a
set of rectilinear obstacles in a two-layer interconnection model that is used for VLSI routing applications. The
previously best known direct approach for this problem takes O(n log2 n) time and O(n logn) space, where n is the
total number of obstacle edges. By using integer data structures and an implicit graph representation scheme (i.e.,
a generalization of the distance table method), we improve the time bound to O(n log3/2 n) while still maintaining
the O(n logn) space bound. Comparing with the indirect approach for this problem, our algorithm is simpler to
implement and is probably faster for a quite large range of input sizes.  2001 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights
reserved.
Keywords: Two-layer interconnection model; Shortest rectilinear paths; Integer data structures; Generalized
distance tables; Plane sweeping; VLSI
1. Introduction
A rectilinear geometric object is one each of whose boundary elements (e.g., edges, facets) is parallel
to a Cartesian coordinate axis. The problem of computing shortest rectilinear paths that avoid a set of
geometric obstacles is an important variation of the geometric shortest path problem [14] and often arises
in applied fields such as VLSI wire routing and robot motion planning. Considerable work has been
done on solving this problem [1–4,7,9–13,15,16,20–23]. Quite a few algorithms have been developed
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Fig. 1. The two-layer interconnection model.
for the case in which the obstacles and paths are all on a single plane. In particular, Clarkson et al.
[2,3] presented an O(n log3/2 n) time and space algorithm for finding a shortest L1 path between two
points among general polygonal obstacles on the plane, where n is the total number of obstacle edges.
When combining the approach in [2,3] with the implicit graph representation scheme of Chen et al. [1]
called distance tables, the space bound of this problem can be reduced to O(n logn). Yang et al. [23]
gave an algorithm for computing a shortest rectilinear path among rectilinear obstacles on the plane in
O(n log t + t log3/2 t) time, where t is the number of extreme edges of the obstacles. Mitchell [12,13]
used a wave-front approach to compute a shortest L1 path among general polygonal obstacles on the
plane in O(n logn) time.
In this paper, we consider the problem of computing a shortest rectilinear path between two points
avoiding a set of rectilinear obstacles in a two-layer interconnection model. This model is widely adopted
for VLSI routing applications [11,22]. The model consists of two planes called layers (see Fig. 1), one
allowing routing subpaths only in the horizontal direction and hence called the horizontal routing layer
(denoted by Hlayer), while the other allowing routing subpaths only in the vertical direction and hence
called the vertical routing layer (denoted by Vlayer). On each layer, there are disjoint rectilinear non-
penetrable obstacles. The total number of obstacle edges is n. Each bend of a rectilinear path in this
model implies a connection (called via) between the two layers.
Several results are known on related routing problems on the two-layer interconnection model. Ohtsuki
and Sato [16] presented an O(n logn) time algorithm for computing a shortest path by measuring the
distance of the path on only one specified layer of the model. Yang et al. [22] gave optimal 
(n logn)
time and O(n logn) space algorithms for solving the problems of finding minimum bend shortest paths,
shortest minimum bend paths, and minimum cost paths, where the distances are also measured on only
one specified layer of the model. Recently, Lee et al. [11] proposed two interesting approaches for finding
shortest paths whose distances on both layers of the model are measured. The first approach (which we
call the indirect approach) is to transform a problem instance in the two-layer model into one on a single
layer in which both horizontal and vertical routings are allowed. The transformation is applied to the
input obstacles, obtaining a Skeleton data structure for representing the obstacles on the single layer. It
is proved in [11] that any shortest rectilinear path found by an algorithm with the alignment property for
the one-layer problem instance is also a shortest rectilinear path for its corresponding two-layer problem
instance. The transformation takes O(n logn) time and space. By using any one-layer shortest rectilinear
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path algorithm (e.g., [2,3,12,13,23]), a shortest rectilinear path in the two-layer model can be obtained
in either O(n log3/2 n) time and space or O(n logn) time and space. However, as pointed out in [11], the
transformation may incur heavy overhead and cause possible loss of information in the original problem
instance (e.g., the number of extreme obstacle edges). Thus, the second approach (which we call the
direct approach) was presented in [11], giving an easier-to-implement and probably faster algorithm for
a quite large range of input sizes. The direct approach first constructs a shortest-path-preserving graph G,
and then uses Fredman and Tarjan’s shortest path algorithm [6] to compute a shortest path in G. This
approach takes O(n log2 n) time and O(n logn) space [11].
The graph G consists of O(n logn) vertices and edges. The vertices of G include all the n obstacle
vertices and two types of Steiner points, called cut-line Steiner points and boundary Steiner points
(altogether O(n logn) such Steiner points). In [11], G is constructed in O(n log2 n) time. The most time-
consuming part (which takes O(n log2 n) time) is to query whether the O(n logn) candidates for cut-line
Steiner points are contained in any vertical obstacle, and replace each of the contained cut-line Steiner
points by two boundary Steiner points. To reduce the time bound of [11], we carry out this dominating
query part in O(n logn log logn) time, by using the integer data structures [18,19] and a plane sweeping
algorithm [17]. Thus G can be constructed in O(n logn log logn) time and O(n logn) space.
Once the graph G is obtained, a technique in [3,9] for reducing the number of cut-line Steiner points
(and hence the vertices of G) can be applied. It decreases the number of cut-line Steiner points of G by
a factor of log1/2 n. But, a disadvantage of this technique is that it increases the number of edges of G by
a factor of log1/2 n, and hence increases the space bound from O(n logn) to O(n log3/2 n) [11]. We show
that the number of boundary Steiner points can likewise be reduced. Furthermore, by applying to both
types of Steiner points an implicit graph representation scheme which is a generalization of the distance
table method [1], we are able to remove the log1/2 n factor from the space bound. Therefore, the total
time of our algorithm is O(n log3/2 n) and the total space is O(n logn).
The indirect approach in [11] may make use of either Clarkson et al.’s O(n log3/2 n) time algorithm
[2,3] or Mitchell’s O(n logn) time algorithm [12,13] for computing shortest rectilinear paths on a single
plane. The indirect approach based on Clarkson et al.’s algorithm [2,3] has the same time bound as our
direct approach but a space bound with a factor of log1/2 n higher than ours. If the indirect approach
uses Mitchell’s O(n logn) time algorithm [12,13], then its time and space bounds are O(n logn) (its
time bound is a factor of log1/2 n less than ours). However, the wave-front based algorithm in [12,13]
is quite sophisticated, and it is a common belief that its implementation would be considerably difficult
and its time bound would incur a rather big constant factor. In comparison, our direct approach, based
on commonly-used techniques only, is much easier to implement and involves a smaller constant factor.
Although our asymptotic time bound is a factor of log1/2 n higher, when comparing with the big constant
factor that is likely to associate with the time bound of the algorithm in [12,13], such an extra log1/2 n
factor may not be very significant for a quite large range of input sizes. For example, for n  235,
log1/2 n < 6.
We organize the rest of the paper as follows. Section 2 reviews some terms used in [11] and the main
algorithmic steps of the direct approach in [11]. Section 3 discusses our construction of the shortest-
path-preserving graph G. Section 4 shows how the number of Steiner points is reduced and how distance
tables are used to reduce the space bound by storing the edges of G implicitly. The conclusion is given
in the last section.
Unless otherwise specified, in the rest of the paper, all geometric objects (e.g., lines, paths, obstacles)
are implicitly assumed to be rectilinear.
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2. Preliminaries
We denote the set of obstacles on the layer Hlayer (respectively Vlayer) as Oh (respectively Ov). Let the
set of all obstacles be O =Oh∪Ov and the set of obstacle vertices of O be V . The source and destination
points of the sought shortest path are s and d , respectively. Note that the two layers are parallel to each
other and share the same xy-coordinate axes. Any two points ph and pv on different layers with the
same coordinates are called siblings and can be connected by a via to each other. For simplicity, unless
otherwise specified, we do not distinguish a point from its sibling in the rest of the paper. The graph G is
constructed on a plane (denoted by VH ), using the same coordinate system as Hlayer and Vlayer. Thus each
point in VH is actually mapped to a pair of siblings on Vlayer and Hlayer with the same coordinates. Each
horizontal (respectively vertical) edge e in G has a corresponding collision-free horizontal (respectively
vertical) segment on Hlayer (respectively Vlayer).
Given a point p not in the interior of any obstacle in Oh, the horizontal (respectively vertical) projection
of p to Oh on Hlayer is a point q on the boundary of an obstacle in Oh (or at infinity) such that the
horizontal (respectively vertical) line segment pq does not intersect the interior of any obstacle in Oh.
The projections of a point to Ov on Vlayer are defined similarly.
The internal projection, piproj, of a point p inside an obstacle o on Hlayer (respectively Vlayer) is the
point set containing at most two vertical (respectively horizontal) projections of p on the boundary of o,
such that for any q ∈ piproj, pq is maximal in the sense that pq does not intersect the exterior of o.
Two points p and q on Hlayer (respectively Vlayer) are said to be horizontally (respectively vertically)
visible to each other if the segment pq is horizontal (respectively vertical) and does not intersect the
interior of any obstacle on Hlayer (respectively Vlayer). A point p is visible from a vertical (respectively
horizontal) line L on a layer if there exists a point p′ on L such that p and p′ are horizontal (respectively
vertical) visible to each other.
The direct approach in [11] performs the following main steps to generate the shortest-path-preserving
graph G= (VG,EG).
1. An obstacle vertex is reflex if its interior angle is > 180◦. For each reflex obstacle vertex p of O ,
partition its obstacle along the appropriate internal projection of p. The set O of rectilinear obstacles
is thus partitioned into a set of interior-disjoint rectangular obstacles. Let U be the union of vertices
of the resulted rectangular obstacles and {s, d}. Note that |U | =O(n).
2. Draw a vertical line L, called a cut-line, through the median of the x-coordinates of U . For each point
p ∈ U that is (horizontally) visible from L, check whether its projection point p′ on L is inside any
vertical obstacle in Ov . If not, add p′ to VG as a cut-line Steiner point of L and add edge pp′ to
EG. Otherwise, add to VG the (at most) two internal horizontal projection points p′′ and p′′′ of p′ as
boundary Steiner points, and add two edges pp∗ and p′′p′′′ to EG, where p∗ is the nearer one of p′′
of p′′′ to p. After the projection of all points of U on L is done, connect with an edge in EG every
two consecutive Steiner points on L if the two points are visible to each other.
3. Recursively perform step 2 on the subset of points of U that are on each side of L.
4. On the boundary of each obstacle, if any two consecutive boundary Steiner points or points in U are
visible to each other, then add to EG an edge between the two points.
In the above algorithm, the most time-consuming step is to query whether all the projection points
(i.e., p′s) are inside any vertical obstacles and to generate the boundary Steiner points and their adjacent
edges. It is shown in [11] that this step takes O(n log2 n) time, and all other steps can be carried out in
O(n logn) time.
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3. Constructing the shortest-path-preserving graph
In this section, we discuss an improved construction of the shortest-path-preserving graph G. Different
from Lee et al.’s recursive algorithm for building G [11], our algorithm uses plane sweeping [17] to
project the points of U onto the O(n) (vertical) cut-lines simultaneously. Our algorithm also unfolds
some details on generating the boundary Steiner points which are not given in [11].
As pointed out in the last section, the dominating parts of the algorithm for G in [11] take O(n log2 n)
time. These parts include:
(1) query whether the O(n logn) candidates for cut-line Steiner points are inside any vertical obstacles,
(2) produce the boundary Steiner points and its associated horizontal edges, and
(3) generate edges between consecutive pairs of Steiner points (or Steiner points and obstacle vertices)
along cut-lines and obstacle boundaries.
Below we present a plane sweeping algorithm for parts (1) and (2), and a visibility structure for part (3).
For part (1), we call the queries of this part the point-on-obstacle queries. Since U has O(n) points
and each such point is projected on O(logn) cut-lines, there are altogether O(n logn) projection points
on the cut-lines (and hence O(n logn) point-on-obstacle queries). If a straightforward method such as
planar point location [17] is used to handle these queries, then it takes O(n log2 n) time as in [11]. To do
better on processing the O(n logn) point-on-obstacle queries, we instead use a plane sweeping procedure
combined with the integer priority queue data structure [18,19].
It is known that when the keys of a priority queue are all from a universe {1,2, . . . , u}, there is a data
structure which supports each of the following operations in O(log logu) time [18,19]: Insert, Delete,
Member, Empty, Min, Max, Predecessor and Successor. For our algorithm to make use of this integer
data structure, we first need to transform our problem instance into one whose input values are all integers
in a not too large range. This can be done in O(n logn) time by sorting the x-coordinates (respectively
y-coordinates) of the O(n) points in U and using their ranks in the sorted sequence thus obtained as
the new x-coordinates (respectively y-coordinates) of these points. Note that if two original points in U
have the same x-coordinate, then their integer versions have the same rank in the corresponding sorted se-
quence. Also, note that the edge length information of G is computed from the original problem instance.
After obtaining a problem with only integer values, we perform a plane sweeping on this problem to
handle parts (1) and (2). In particular, we sweep a horizontal line from bottom to top to generate the
two types of Steiner points. During the sweeping, we maintain two integer priority queues, Qh and Qv ,
that store, respectively, the rectangular obstacles on Hlayer and Vlayer currently intersected by the sweep
line. Every rectangular obstacle stored in Qh and Qv is represented by the integer x-coordinate of its left
boundary edge.
When the sweep line encounters a point p of U , p is projected onto each of its corresponding O(logn)
visible cut-lines. Suppose p is visible from such a (vertical) cut-line L on Hlayer. The point-on-obstacle
query of whether the projection point p′ of p on L is inside an obstacle on Vlayer can be answered
as follows. First, find the predecessor of the x-coordinate of p′ in Qv . (Note that this predecessor is
the left edge of a rectangular obstacle ovpre on Vlayer.) Then, check whether p′ is inside obstacle ovpre.
Obviously, such a query can be handled by the integer priority queue in O(log logn) time. If p′ is not
inside any obstacle in Ov (e.g., p′1 in Fig. 2(a)), then p′ is added to G as a cut-line Steiner point of p on L.
Otherwise, suppose p′ is on an obstacle ovpre in Ov (e.g., p′2 in Fig. 2(b)); then at most two boundary
Steiner points on the left and right boundary edges of ovpre, p′′ and p′′′, and two edges are generated and
added to G, provided that p′′ and p′′′ are both visible from p on Hlayer. Note that if (say) p′′ is not visible
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Fig. 2. (a) Cut-line Steiner points. (b) Boundary Steiner points.
from p on Hlayer, then we should not include in G an edge representing the horizontal segment pp′′ on
Hlayer, since pp′′ intersects the interior of some obstacle on Hlayer.
To determine the visibility of p′′ and p′′′ from p on Hlayer, we make use of the integer priority
queue Qh. Without loss of generality, assume that p is to the left of L (the case in which p is to the
right of L is similar). If p is on or to the left of the left boundary edge lovpre of the obstacle ovpre on
Vlayer, then p′′ (which is on lovpre ) must be (horizontally) visible to p on Hlayer, since p′′ is on the segment
pp′ and p′ is visible from p on Hlayer. If p is to the right of lovpre , then the visibility of p′′ to p can be
determined by first finding the predecessor obstacle of p in Qh, say ohpre, and then checking if p′′ is
blocked by ohpre from p. For the visibility of p′′′ (on the right edge of ovpre) to p on Hlayer, it is sufficient
to check the visibility of p′′′ to p′, which can be similarly handled by finding the successor obstacle of
p′ in Qh. In each case, checking the visibility takes O(log logn) time.
For part (3), note that the boundary (respectively cut-line) Steiner points on a vertical obstacle edge
(respectively cut-line) are generated by the bottom-up plane sweeping in the increasing order of their
y-coordinates. We use a linked list to maintain the Steiner points produced by the sweeping on every
vertical obstacle edge (respectively cut-line).
For a vertical obstacle edge eo, assume that its associated linked list initially contains the points of
U ∩ eo in the increasing order of their y-coordinates. When the sweeping produces a boundary Steiner
point a on eo, a is put into the list for eo. This is done in the manner of merging the sorted sequence of
the boundary Steiner points on eo (generated one after another by the sweeping) with the sorted sequence
of the points of U on eo. After a is put into the list for eo, an edge is added to G connecting a with its
predecessor in the list. Hence, all the pairs of consecutive vertices of G along eo are connected by edges
in a linear time (with respect to the number of vertices of G on eo) during the sweeping.
For each cut-line L, we also need to connect by an edge of G every two consecutive cut-line Steiner
points on L if the two points are visible to each other. Hence we must determine the visibility between
every pair of consecutive Steiner points on each cut-line. There are more than one way to handle this
visibility determination. We use a relatively simple approach which maintains dynamically a visibility
structure, denoted by VS, during the sweeping. VS represents the visibility of the obstacles in Ov that
are already swept with respect to a view point ω at y =+∞. VS is a set of horizontal segments that are
parts of the horizontal edges of the swept obstacles in Ov that are visible from ω. An example of VS is
given in Fig. 3.
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Fig. 3. Maintaining the visibility of rectangular obstacles from a point at y =+∞.
The visibility structure VS is maintained during the sweeping, as follows. Initially, VS consists of only
the horizontal line at y =−∞. When an obstacle o of Ov is encountered by the sweep line, we add to
VS the top boundary edge, say ab, of o (see Fig. 3), and remove from VS the segments blocked by ab
from ω. In the case when a segment, say kl, of VS is partially blocked by ab (see Fig. 3), kl is first split
into two segments at the vertical projection on kl, say r , of one of the endpoints of ab, say b, and then the
blocked segment kr is removed. By maintaining VS in this manner, the following lemma can be easily
proved.
Lemma 1. The endpoints of the segments in VS all have integer coordinates in the range {1,2, . . . , |U |}.
Furthermore, the total number of segments added to VS during the sweeping is O(n).
The above lemma enables us to use an integer priority queue Qvis to store VS. Each segment of VS is
represented in Qvis by the integer x-coordinate of its left endpoint. A pointer to its corresponding segment
is maintained for each integer in Qvis. When an obstacle o in Ov is encountered by the sweep line, we
first find in Qvis the predecessor of the left endpoint of o’s top boundary edge, and split the segment of
this predecessor if necessary. Next, we delete those blocked segments from Qvis one by one by finding
the successor of the left endpoint of o’s top edge. We split such a segment if it is only partially blocked.
Finally, the top boundary edge of o is inserted to Qvis.
The total time for maintaining VS during the sweeping is O(n log logn). By Lemma 1, we know that
the total number of segments ever inserted to Qvis is O(n). To add a segment to Qvis, a constant number
of integer priority queue operations are performed. Each segment is deleted at most once from Qvis, and
each deletion also uses a constant number of integer priority queue operations. Thus, the total cost is
O(n log logn).
The pairs of visible consecutive cut-line Steiner points are all connected during the sweeping. For each
cut-line L, we associate with it the last encountered cut-line Steiner point q ′ on L. When a new cut-line
Steiner point p′ of L is generated, we find the segment, say ab, in Qvis which intersects L, and check
whether ab blocks p′ from q ′. If p′ and q ′ are (vertically) visible to each other, an edge p′q ′ is added
to G. Since there are O(n logn) cut-line Steiner points, the total cost of connecting consecutive cut-line
Steiner points is O(n logn log logn).
In summary, our algorithm performs the following main steps.
1. Perform step 1 of the algorithm in Section 2.
2. Preprocess the set of boundary edges of the rectangular obstacles, and find the horizontal (respectively
vertical) projection for each point p ∈ U using trapezoidal decomposition [5,8].
3. Transform the problem into a problem instance with integer coordinates.
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4. Determine the x-coordinates of the O(n) cut-lines. Initialize an integer priority queue for the set
of obstacles on each layer (i.e., Qh and Qv). Also, initialize an integer priority queue Qvis for the
visibility structure VS.
5. Sweep a horizontal line from bottom to top, and stop at each of the following events.
(a) When the bottom edge of a rectangular obstacle o on Hlayer (respectively Vlayer) is encountered,
insert the integer x-coordinate of its left boundary edge into Qh (respectively Qv). Maintain a
pointer for this integer to o. If o is in Ov , update the visibility structure VS as well.
(b) When the top edge of o is encountered, delete its corresponding data from Qv or Qh.
(c) When a point p ∈ U is visited, identify its O(logn) visible cut-lines. For each visible cut-line L,
perform a point-on-obstacle query for the horizontal projection point p′ of p on L, and generate
either a cut-line Steiner point p′ on L or boundary Steiner points on the boundary of an obstacle
ovpre on Vlayer containing p′. Based on the visibility, connect the generated Steiner points to p and
to its neighbors on L or on the boundary of ovpre.
6. On each boundary edge of the obstacles, connect every two consecutive visible points of U with an
edge and add it to G.
In the above algorithm, each of the O(n logn) Steiner points is generated in O(log logn) time, and
thus totally O(n logn log logn) time is used. For the connections of consecutive cut-line Steiner points,
by maintaining the visibility structure, it also takes O(n logn log logn) time. All other steps, by [11] and
[18,19], take altogether O(n logn) time. Hence we have the following lemma.
Lemma 2. The shortest-path-preserving graph G for a problem instance of size n in the two-layer
interconnection model can be constructed in O(n logn log logn) time and O(n logn) space.
4. Generalized distance tables
In this section, we present a scheme for computing a shortest path in G in O(n log3/2 n) time and
O(n logn) space. The shortest-path-preserving graph G constructed in Section 3 consists of O(n logn)
vertices and edges. If Fredman and Tarjan’s shortest path algorithm [6] is used to compute a shortest path
in G, the time complexity will be O(n log2 n). To improve this time bound, one technique [1,3,9] is to
reduce the number of vertices by increasing the number of edges in G, by a factor of log1/2 n. We first
show that the number of cut-line Steiner points can be reduced to O(n log1/2 n) and the resulted graph
can be stored in O(n logn) space. This is done by using an implicit graph representation scheme which
is a modification of the distance table method [1]. We then treat each rectangular obstacle as a “cut-line”
and generalize the distance table method to these “cut-lines”, reducing the number of boundary Steiner
points to O(n log1/2 n) and still storing the graph in O(n logn) space.
To reduce the number of cut-line Steiner points, as shown in [1,3,9], one way is to partition each
vertical cut-line L into horizontal strips, with each strip containing O(log1/2 n) consecutive Steiner points
on L. Let S be the set of Steiner points on L within such a strip of L. Let PVl(S) (respectively PVr(S)) be
the subset of points in U that produce the cut-line Steiner points in S and that are to the left (respectively
right) of L. Let t and b be the highest and lowest Steiner points in S, respectively. We remove all
Steiner points in S − {t, b}. To do that, it is sufficient to connect each pair of points, say (p, q), in
PVl(S)×PVr(S) by an edge e(p, q) with the same length as the path pp′ ∪p′q ′ ∪ q ′q , where p′ and q ′
are the Steiner points produced by p and q on L [1,3,9].
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Clearly, each strip introduces O(logn) such additional edges. If these edges are stored explicitly, then
it will take O(n log3/2 n) space to store the whole graph (including the newly introduced edges). To
reduce this space bound, Chen et al. [1] proposed a data structure called distance tables for implicitly
representing the resulted graph. Specifically, they associate with each strip S of L a table T (S) of size
O(log1/2 n). Each vertex in PVl(S)∪PVr(S) has an entry in T (S). Let p and q be two vertices in PVl(S)
and PVr(S), respectively. The entry for p stores the length of the segment pp′ and the length from p′ to
t along L, where p′ is the Steiner point produced by p on L. Thus each edge between p and q can be
computed in O(1) time in the following way:
length(p, q)= length(pp′)+ length(qq ′)+ ∣∣length(p′t)− length(q ′t)∣∣.
In our two-layer model, p′ and q ′ may not be both visible from t . If t is still used as a common
reference, the length of edge e(p, q) will be incorrectly computed as +∞ when p′ and q ′ are visible
from each other but at least one of them is not visible from t . To fix this problem, we modify the distance
table by storing in each entry, say the entry for p, the highest Steiner point in S, pv , that is visible from
p′, and storing the length of p′pv instead of p′t . In the modified distance table, to compute the length of
the edge e(p, q), pv and qv are first compared with each other. If they are not the same, it implies that p′
and q ′ are not visible from each other (and hence length(p, q)=∞). Otherwise, the length is computed
in constant time.
To reduce the number of boundary Steiner points, we simulate the above approach, and generalize the
distance table method. In particular, we treat each rectangular obstacle o as a “cut-line”. We denote the
left and right boundary edges of o as lo and ro, and call the points of U which produce some boundary
Steiner points as generators. Based on their relative positions to o, the generators can be classified into
three types: the left generators which are on or to the left of lo, the right generators which are on or to the
right of ro, and the internal generators which are in the interior of o. Note that, boundary Steiner points
appear only on the left and right boundary edges of the obstacles on Vlayer, and for these boundary edges,
the following lemma holds.
Lemma 3. For any two boundary Steiner points v1 and v2 on the left (respectively right) boundary edge
of a rectangular obstacle o on Vlayer, v1 and v2 are vertically visible to each other on Vlayer.
Proof. This property follows from the fact that the disjoint rectilinear obstacles on Vlayer are horizontally
partitioned into rectangles by using the (horizontal) internal projections of their reflex vertices. Thus,
each vertical boundary edge of any rectangle thus resulted does not intersect the interior of any obstacle
on Vlayer. Hence v1 and v2 are vertically visible to each other. ✷
Like a cut-line, we also partition the rectangular obstacle o into horizontal strips, with each strip
containing O(log1/2 n) consecutive vertices of G along lo or ro. These vertices of Gmay include boundary
Steiner points and points of U . For a particular strip of o, let S be the set of the O(log1/2 n) vertices of G
in this strip. We remove from S those boundary Steiner points produced by the left and right generators,
except the highest and lowest boundary Steiner points of S on lo and ro. The boundary Steiner points
generated by the internal generators remain as vertices of the resulted graph, to help simplify the structure
of our distance table for S (later, we will show that the total number of vertices of this kind in the resulted
graph is only O(n)). To maintain the same connections in this strip, we construct a complete graph, GS ,
among the left and right generators and the remaining vertices of S.
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Fig. 4. Illustration of a distance table for boundary Steiner points.
Each edge e(p, q) of GS has the same length as a rectilinear path pt(p, q) between p and q all
whose vertical segments are along lo or ro. If p and q are both on or to the left (respectively right)
of lo (respectively ro), then by Lemma 3, we can let path pt(p, q) be pp′′ ∪ p′′q ′′ ∪ q ′′q (respectively
pp′′′ ∪ p′′′q ′′′ ∪ q ′′′q), where p′′ and q ′′ (respectively p′′′ and q ′′′) are either p and q themselves (if p,q
are on the boundary of o), or the boundary Steiner points of p and q on lo (respectively ro), respectively.
If p and q are on the opposite sides of o, say p is on or to the left of lo and q is on or to the right
of ro, then we can let pt(p, q) be pp′′ ∪ pt(p′′, q ′′′) ∪ q ′′′q . Since p′′ and q ′′′ are on the left and right
boundaries of o respectively, pt(p′′, q ′′′) horizontally penetrates o. The penetration of pt(p′′, q ′′′) is a
horizontal line segment which connects a point on lo to a point on ro and does not intersect the interior
of any obstacle on Hlayer. (Note that, if there is no such penetration in o, then the length of pt(p′′, q ′′′)
is +∞.) By Lemma 3, such a penetration can be chosen at one of the two nearest vertices, say pt and
pb, of p′′ on lo which are above and below p′′, respectively, and which are horizontally visible to ro
(see Fig. 4, where qt = w′′′1 and qb = w′′′4 for q ′′′). Therefore, if we know pt ,pb and p′′, q ′′′, then the
length of e(p, q) can be obtained in constant time by computing the shortest length of the following two
paths: pp′′ ∪p′′pt ∪ptp′t ∪p′t q ′′′ ∪ q ′′′q and pp′′ ∪p′′pb ∪pbp′b ∪p′bq ′′′ ∪ q ′′′q, where p′t and p′b are the
horizontal projections of pt and pb on ro.
Obviously, GS contains O(logn) edges. To reduce the storage for GS , we use a generalized distance
table T (S) of size O(log1/2 n), to represent GS implicitly. Each vertex p of GS has an entry in T (S). To
retrieve from T (S) every edge adjacent to p in constant time, for those adjacent vertices of p in GS on
the same side of o as p, we only need to maintain in the entry of p the boundary Steiner point of p on the
vertical edge of o that is closer to p. For those adjacent vertices on the opposite side of o to p, we need
to maintain pt and pb as well. For a pair of adjacent vertices p,q of GS on the opposite sides of o, due to
the fact that either pt,pb or qt , qb are enough for us to compute the length of e(p, q), we only store qt , qb
in T (S) for all q on the right hand side of o. Therefore, we maintain two types of entries in T (S). For a
vertex p of GS on the left hand side of o, the entry of p maintains the length of pp′′ and the x-coordinate
of p′′, where p′′ either is the boundary Steiner point of p on lo if p is not on lo, or otherwise is p itself. For
a vertex q of GS on the right hand side of o, its entry stores the length of qq ′′′ , the x-coordinate of q ′′′, and
qt , qb, where q ′′′ either is q itself if q is on ro, or otherwise is its boundary Steiner point on ro. The total
space used by T (S) is clearly O(log1/2 n). We will show later how to compute qt and qb for each q of GS .
Once T (S) is built, those boundary Steiner points of S that are not the highest and lowest boundary
Steiner points on lo and ro generated by the left or right generators are removed from G. The removal
of such boundary Steiner points does not cause any loss of connections within this strip and connections
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between this strip and its neighboring strips. The reason is as follows. For the connections between
neighboring strips, since the highest and lowest boundary Steiner points of each strip on lo and ro are still
vertices of the resulting graph, two neighboring strips are connected by edges along lo or ro between the
highest vertices of the lower strip and the lowest vertices of the upper strip. For the connections within a
strip, since T (S) essentially maintains a complete graph among the left generators, right generators, the
highest and lowest boundary Steiner points on lo and ro of S, the vertices of U ∩ S, and the boundary
Steiner points generated by the internal generators, the connections among them are obviously maintained
and the length of each edge of this type can be determined in O(1) time. For the connections between the
internal generators or the connections between internal generators and the vertices of GS , since both the
internal generators and their corresponding boundary Steiner points are vertices of G, such connections
can be obtained by using the information stored in the table entries of those boundary Steiner points.
The remaining main task of constructing the distance table for the strip of S is hence to find qt and
qb for each right generator q of S. This can be done by sweeping a horizontal line from bottom to top,
and for each vertex v of the original graph G on ro, determining the closest vertices vt and vb of v which
are above or below v on ro and which are horizontally visible to lo. Since all the vertices of the original
graph G along ro are already in sorted order and have integer coordinates, we can use the same techniques
as in Section 3 to handle the sweeping and to determine the visibility. The total time for constructing all
the distance tables is at most O(n logn log logn).
In the above scheme, each strip keeps the highest and lowest boundary Steiner points on the
corresponding left and right boundary edges as vertices of the resulted G, and there are O(n log1/2 n)
strips. Therefore, there are totally O(n log1/2 n) such boundary Steiner points remained in G. For the
boundary Steiner points produced by the internal generators, due to the facts that each point in U can
be internal to at most one obstacle on Vlayer and that at most two such boundary Steiner points can be
produced, there are altogether O(n) such boundary Steiner points in G. The total space for storing all
generalized distance tables is O(n logn) (since each point of U is associated with O(logn) distance
tables). The space for storing the edges between neighboring strips and between the internal generators
and their corresponding boundary Steiner points is O(n log1/2 n).
In summary, the resulted graph consists of O(n log1/2 n) vertices and O(n log3/2 n) edges, but uses
only O(n logn) space to store. By using Fredman and Tarjan’s shortest path algorithm [6], a shortest path
between s and d can be computed in O(n log3/2 n) additional time and O(n log1/2 n) space. Combining
Lemma 2 with the above discussion, we have the following result.
Theorem 1. A shortest rectilinear path between any two points among rectilinear obstacles in the two-
layer interconnection model can be computed in O(n log3/2 n) time and O(n logn) space, where n is the
total number of obstacle edges.
5. Conclusion
In this paper, we presented a direct approach for computing a shortest rectilinear path between two
points among disjoint rectilinear obstacles in the two-layer interconnection model. Our approach finds
such a path in O(n log3/2 n) time and O(n logn) space, improving the time bound of the previously best
known direct approach by a factor of log1/2 n. Comparing with the indirect approach, our algorithm is
simpler to implement and is probably faster for a quite large range of input sizes.
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